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Final Evaluator's comments on revised paper (if any):

1. Line 21 replace tones by tons
2. Lines 26, 27, 36, 39 replace mgKg_1 by mg/Kg
3. Line 44 Make and remove space
4. Line 60 replace spp by sp.
5. Line 65 to not italic
6. Line 69 make space in reference number
7. Line 78 replace Old by old
8. Line 87 single line space
9. Line 91 insert "from each of the sampling stations."
10. Lines 101 and 102 delete "These samples were collected once monthly from November, 2016 – October, 2017 from each of the sampling stations"
11. Line 109 remove :
12. Line 137 put the name of the version of the software, from the graphs it is seen and so I think that you had used GraphPad prism version 5 so put it instead of spss or if you used spss put only the version. And the test name. or put both of the softwares as you have observed.
13. Line 143 cfu to CFU capital words
14. Line 146 replace are by were
15. Line 162 count s
16. Line 163 remove respectively. If you put the values then respectively is correct.
17. Lines 178-180 put "Similarly the current work was in line of the previous study having also"
18. Line 181 remove only d because when to is written first form of the verb will be put.
19. Line 185 to 206 replace cfu by CFU
20. Line 204 replace this by the current
21. Line 206 put “in water”
22. Lines 209 to 210 remove the conclusion line it is not suited here in discussion, in this form.
23. Line 226 and 227 put other researchers
24. Line 289 put 2008 after the journal name
25. Line 291 insert year of the publication
26. Line 358 insert volume and issue of the journal
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